Fair Grounds Recollections
By Ron Shipley

The Fair grounds parking lot, our new launch site, and location of the recent KRAMO
launch is actually one of my old haunts. From 1968-1970, I flew a lot of rockets there. In
1966, I started flying rockets in the 9th grade at Sherman Jr. High in Hutchinson. Our
launches were held at Union Valley Grade School in northeast Hutchinson and near the
Barton Salt company in southeast Hutchinson. Both of these sites were very small and
had a lot of restricted areas a rocket could come down in. A rocket club was established
at Hutchinson high School in 1967 when I became a sophomore. The first year we flew
at Carey Park in the ball park’s parking lot. Unfortunately, being right next to the river
with trees all around, many a rocket was lost- including the first rocket I built, an Estes
X-ray. We watched it make a perfect splashdown in the middle of the river.

In 1968, one of our members in charge of locations of launches, the late Wayne Dix,
found a new, centrally located launch site- the fair grounds parking lot. David Goldberg,
another member of the club was in charge of publicity. A number of articles were
published in the Hutchinson News and the high school newspaper. The picture below is an old newspaper
clipping of one of our first launches. Notice the camera is facing west, with the grandstand in the
background. I’m standing at the far left, looking at my first home-made launch console.

Unfortunately, I used a toggle switch instead of a momentary-on switch for the launch
button. Attaching clips to a clustered rocket caused immediate ignition- with my hand as
a blast deflector. I didn’t make that mistake again. After my trip to the emergency room,
my dad subsequently became the temporary launch control officer. He’s in the old
clipping below, on the left, completing the launch circuit at a later launch.

Typically HASA, as it was known (Hutchinson Aeronautics and Space Administration),
had monthly launches at the fair grounds. We sometimes used my Austin Healey as a
chase car, with as many as six people riding the fenders as I drove across the parking
lot to retrieve rockets. With the top down, my passenger would try to catch the rocket
while the car was moving. Apologies for those rockets I ran over! My Austin (the blue
bomb) is pictured below with the camera looking west-south-west.

I also had my first experiences with Centuri kits and engines (mini-max F’s) at the fair

grounds. Below is Rodney Herrs, our high school advisor with my Centuri Saturn V and
an article from the high school newspaper (who wrote that?).

I was reelected president of the club as a senior. Our officers are pictured below: Paul
Weber, myself, Greg Cochran, Rodney Herrs, Wayne Dix, and Charles Wright.

Our heyday came in the spring of 1970, with festivities linked to the Hutchinson Spring

Fair. Rockets were displayed in the Hutchinson National Bank’s fair booth, with a launch
at the fair grounds. That day according to the high school yearbook, we had around 300
spectators. The pictures below show Paul Weber launching my “F” powered Red Dog
from different angles. The photo on the left shows the grandstand in the background.
The photo and the old newspaper clipping on the right both show some of the crowd.

I graduated from high school in 1970 and my rocket activities dimmed until “reborn” a
decade or so later. I don’t know if HASA continued after I graduated. Ron Snow,
Rodney Herrs, and I flew one last rocket at the fair grounds in 1971. It was a large “F”
powered bird Snow had built just before he left for the Air Force. The rocket was flown
at dusk, much too heavy for the engine, and it crashed after streamlining in. It’s hard to
believe all that stuff took place 40 years ago. I had a lot of fun then, and I hope for more
now that KOSMO has moved to the fair grounds.

